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clitic placement in the dialect  
of san valentino in abruzzo citeriore (*)

Abstract

Testo mancante.  
 
 
 

1. Introduction

In the great majority of modern Romance languages and dialects, com-
plement clitics are proclitic to the inflected verb. However, in the Middle 
Ages (up to the 14th-15th century), clitics appeared either proclitic or enclitic 
to the inflected verb, depending on the syntactic properties of the clause and 
their possible pragmatic correlates. 

Some Romance varieties still preserve certain aspects of the old clitic 
syntax: this happens in Portuguese and related languages, such as Galician 
and Asturian (see below). In many dialects of Abruzzo (Upper-Southern Ita-
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ly) clitic pronouns are allowed to stand enclitic to be auxiliaries, as shown in 
(1): in the dialect of  Martinsicuro (a village on the Abruzzo/Marche bound-
ary) enclisis is mandatory if the inflected verb is the auxiliary be, otherwise 
the clitic must precede the inflected verb (the data are from Mastrangelo 
Latini 1981; for further Abruzzese data, see also Rohlfs 1968: § 471; Man-
zini – Savoia 2005, vol. II: 111-113). It is worth noting that in the dialect 
of Martinsicuro, as well as in many other Abruzzese dialects, the perfect 
auxiliary is subject to the ‘canonical’ person split (1), i.e. be forms occur in 
the first and second person, while the have form a is used with third singular 
and plural. The position of clitics in this dialect is governed, then, by lexical-
functional properties of the auxiliary be with respect to all other verbs (fur-
thermore, notice that in (1c) the clitic is preceded by an optional particle a, 
to which we will return later when dealing with Sanvalentinese data): 

(1) a. sollu      dittə                           (Martinsicuro)
  I.am=it  said
  ‘I have said it’
 b. sillu           dittə
  you.are=it  said
  ‘you have said it’
 c. (a)     lu a                                 dittə
  (prt) it=he/she.has/they.have   said
  ‘he/she/they has/have said it’
 d. səməlu       dittə
  we.are=it    said
  ‘we have said it’
 e. sətəlu           dittə
  you.have=it  said
  ‘you have said it’

In this article, we will focus on another Abruzzese dialect, spoken in 
San Valentino in Abruzzo citeriore, a town with approximately 2000 in-
habitants located 40 km far from the Adriatic Sea on a hill overlooking the 
Pescara river valley. Sanvalentinese displays a surprising variety of possible 
collocations of clitics. In main clauses, the distribution of clitics is as follows 
(subordinate clauses will be addressed later on): 

(1) This split (1/2 vs. 3) is found in many dialects of the Upper South, although it 
is not the only pattern of person-split attested in Italo-Romance: see Manzini – Savoia 
2005: II, 721; 2007: 215; Loporcaro 2007.
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– with simple tenses, clitics may stand either proclitic to the inflected 
verb, as is generally the case in Modern Romance languages, or enclitic 
to the same verb, as in (2);

– with a compound tense, clitics stand either proclitic/enclitic to the aux-
iliary, as in (3), or proclitic/enclitic to the past participle, as in (4).

(2) a. mə              lu 'maɲɲə   ŋgə   lə     'mejnə.
  To.myself=  it= I.eat       with the   hands
 b. ‘maɲɲə=me=lu      ŋgə   lə    'mejnə.
  I.eat=to.myself=it  with the   hands
  ‘I eat it with my hands’

(3) a. mə       l     'ajə        məɲ'ɲɐtə
  to.me= it=  I.have    eaten
 b. 'ajə       mə        lu   məɲ'ɲɐtə
  I.have   =to.me  =it  eaten
  ‘I have eaten it’

(4) a. 'ajə      dʤa      məɲ'ɲɐtəməlu
  I.have  already  eaten=to.me=it
 b. 'ajə      dʤa      mə        lu  məɲ'ɲɐtə
  I.have  already  to.me= it=  eaten
  ‘I have already eaten it’

The various orders shown above seem not to produce perceptible se-
mantic or pragmatic effects. By contrast, according to our informants, an 
‘emphatic’ interpretation is triggered whenever a further clitic (or particle) 
a precedes proclitic pronouns (or the negation marker, which in this dialect 
can be seen as a clitic itself: see below). Notice that the particle a (which we 
will consider more systematically in sect. 5) is only possible if there are other 
proclitics in the sentence:

(5) a. (a)     mə        l     'ajə       məɲ'ɲɐtə
  prt=  to.me=  it=  I.have   eaten
 b. *a      'ajə       mə        lu   məɲ'ɲɐə
  prt=  I.have   =to.me  =it  eaten
  ‘I have eaten it’

In this article we describe the pattern of clitic placement in Sanvalenti-
nese in comparison with Medieval and Modern Romance varieties and elab-
orate on the interaction between clitic placement and clausal syntax in finite 
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clauses (2). In particular, we will show that enclisis to both the finite verb and 
the past participle is not permitted whenever the so-called Left Periphery of 
the clause is occupied by certain elements such as left dislocated constituents, 
interrogative pronouns, or a particular kind of complementizer (3).

Regarding clitic syntax, we do not commit ourselves to any of the vari-
ous proposals that have been made about the origin of clitics and their re-
lation with argument positions. In particular, given the nature of the fol-
lowing analysis, it is not relevant whether clitics are directly generated in 
their surfacing positions or are moved from their basic argument positions. 
Concerning clausal syntax, we will limit ourselves to making the following 
specific theoretical assumptions: 

– we take into consideration three main layers of sentence structure, 
termed CP, IP and VP. These acronyms stand for Complementiser Phrase, 
Inflectional Phrase and Verb Phrase respectively. However, we follow here 
a ‘cartographic’ view of sentence structure according to which CP, IP and 
VP are not single projections but rather layers formed by a series of pro-
jections, each of which can host a specific kind of syntactic constituent.

(6) [CP … [IP … [VP … ]]]
 
For instance, the CP layer (or left periphery) normally hosts comple-

mentizers, interrogative pronouns, left-dislocated and focused constituents. 

(2) We point out here that when we say ‘inflected verbs’ or ‘tensed sentences’, we 
intend to exclude – besides non-finite verbs and clauses – also imperatives, whose be-
haviour is akin to the one of non-finite forms, despite the presence of apparent personal 
inflection. A very detailed and convincing demonstration, based on the grammar of the 
dialect of Borgomanero compared with apparently independent phenomena from dif-
ferent Romance languages, is presented in Tortora forthcoming: Ch. 3. 

(3) It is often suggested – lately by one of the reviewers of this article – that clitic 
placement is subject to prosodic restrictions. This kind of explanation was first proposed 
by the same Adolf Mussafia in his seminal work. As he himself reports (Mussafia 1986: 
474-475), a friend of his objected privately that articles and prepositions share the same 
atonic nature as clitic pronouns, but do not have restrictions with respect to sentence 
initial position. Apart from the wide amount of data that have been analysed since then, 
showing the strict relation between the syntactic structure and the position of clitics, we 
could further observe that, on the one hand, all Romance languages until about the XIV 
century shared the restriction on clitics known as the Tobler-Mussafia Law, although 
they had most likely different intonational patterns, as their present-day counterparts; 
on the other hand, today we see that very closely related dialects, with very similar or 
identical intonational patterns, have different restrictions regulating the position of clit-
ics, as shown in (1) and (2).
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As shown by Rizzi (1997) and Benincà and Poletto (2004), these elements, 
each of which is hosted by a dedicated projection, are rigidly ordered (more 
on this in the following sections). Similarly, the IP layer is formed by a series 
of ordered projections hosting functional elements expressing agreement, 
tense, aspect, mood, etc. This layer contains the canonical position of pre-
verbal subjects and the inflected verb. Lastly, sentences contain a VP layer, 
which is the locus of argument structure. We assume here that VP hosts 
the past participle and internal arguments, while in section 4, dealing with 
cases of enclisis to the past participle, we will provide a finer representation 
of the structure at the VP/IP border. For the sake of clarity, we give in (7) a 
schematic representation of an Italian sentence: 

(7) [CP  Quei  libri,  A MARCO  [IP  li  ho  già       [VP  dati ]]]
   Those books,  to Marco them= has already given
  ‘Why has Marco already gave them (= those books) to Luca’

– clitics can emerge in three distinct functional areas in sentence struc-
ture, respectively located in each of the aforementioned layers, namely 
CP, IP, and outside the VP (see Benincà – Tortora 2009 for references). 
In what follows we will term such areas ‘clitic fields’: the CP, IP and VP 
field respectively. In a Romance language one or more of these fields can 
be active and capable of hosting clitics.  

(8) [CP … {clitics} … [IP … {clitics} … {clitics} [VP … …]]]
 

– the clitics emerge in one or more of the areas, depending on the lan-
guage, on the verb tense and mood, on the kind of sentence. In modern 
Italian, for instance, the IP field is active with finite verbs, while in 
non-finite contexts clitics occupy the VP layer (alternatively, one might 
argue that enclisis is due to the non-finite verb moving above the clitic, 
but it seems to us that there is no conclusive evidence showing that non-
finite verbs move so high in the structure of the clause).

– clitics can be enclitic or proclitic; enclisis is the effect of the movement 
of a verbal head crossing over the locus of clitics and incorporating the 
clitic itself, while proclisis is simply structural adjacency of the respec-
tive functional positions in the structure (4).

(4) Empirical evidence supporting this difference between enclisis and proclisis is 
presented and discussed in Benincà – Cinque 1993, which shows that the relation be-
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The structure of the article is as follows: in sect. 2 we deal with clitic 
placement in old and Modern Romance: in 2.1 we briefly illustrate clitic 
placement in Old Italian (as a representative of Early Romance), which is 
sensitive to the position of the inflected verb and to the content of the left 
periphery; in 2.2 we compare old Italian with some modern Romance va-
rieties, to consider the possibility that some characteristics of the medieval 
syntax are preserved in some of them. In section 3 we introduce the data 
from Sanvalentinese and analyse them to see to what extent Sanvalentinese 
phenomena can be considered late reflexes of Old Romance V2 (namely, 
verb second) grammar. In section 4 we deal with enclisis to the past parti-
ciple in Sanvalentinese. We submit the hypothesis that enclisis to the past 
participle also results from the past participle moving higher to its own left 
periphery, the Low periphery proposed by Belletti (2001, 2004). Lastly, in 
section 5, we summarize more systematically the conditions governing the 
insertion of the particle a, which parallel in some way the conditions gov-
erning the enclisis of clitics. In 6 we propose a possible direction for a formal 
interpretation of the phenomena described. 

2. An outline of clitic placement in Romance 

2.1. Medieval Romance: Old Italian

This section summarizes the main lines of the theory concerning clitic 
placement in Old Italian to see whether some of these constraints are pre-
served in the dialect of San Valentino.

The conditions ruling the choice between enclisis and proclisis in Old 
Italian and Old Romance in general are primarily governed by syntax, which 
is in turn connected with pragmatic effects. Such conditions are normally 
subsumed under the generalization called Tobler-Mussafia Law (Mussafia 
1886/1983; Schiaffini 1926; Formentin 2007; see Foulet 1928, §§ 449-
461 on French), which, in its original formulation, states that complement 
clitics cannot appear in first position in a sentence. Hence, when the verb is 
first, clitics are expected to be enclitic.

tween a verb and an enclitic pronoun is ‘tighter’ than the relation of a verb and proclitic 
pronouns, and is similar to that of the sub-parts of a compound word.
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(9) Levò =ssi  questa  femmina e  aiutò=llo  (Novellino, 38)
 rose =herself this  woman  and  helped=him
 ‘This woman rose and helped him’

However, to accommodate a number of counter-examples, Mussafia 
concluded that enclisis is always an option, while proclisis is prohibited in 
some contexts, namely when the verb hosting the clitics is in first position 
of the clause, although this formulation left the cases in which we have pro-
clisis in first position unaccounted for (5).  

An accurate examination of the contexts of enclisis and proclisis led 
Benincà (1995, 2006) to reformulate the Tobler-Mussafia Law in terms of 
verb movement to the left periphery of main clauses (the aforementioned 
CP layer of sentence structure). As previously mentioned, the CP layer is 
formed by several syntactic positions dedicated to specific kinds of con-
stituent. For the sake of simplicity, let us concentrate on two positions: a 
lower one (FocP) hosting focused constituents and operators (wh phrases, 
interrogative operators, and the like) and a higher one (TopP) dedicated 
to Topic-like element. A simplified map of the CP, with a couple of Italian 
examples, is given below:

(10) [CP [TopP … [FocP … [IP … [VP … 

 a. [CP  [TopP Quei libri     [FocP  quando [IP  li  hai   [VP  dati  a  Luca?
    Those books,  when them= you.have given to Luca
   ‘When did you give them (= those books) to Luca’

(5) This happens, for example, in yes-no questions, at least in some old Romance 
varieties, such as old French [see (i)] or old Venetian [see (ii)]:

(i) a me fetes vos droit de doner a la reine si lonc respit? (Artu 68, 30)           
  ‘to-me=give you the right of ...?»   
       b Se vastarave lo pes a farlo a bona pevrada? (Lio Mazor: 20t, 46)          
  self-would spoil the fish to make it at good peverada? ‘Will the fish spoil...?)

Other Romance varieties – such as old Italian – have enclisis in yes/no questions:

(ii) a Confessastiti tu anno? (Novellino, 93)
  you.confessed=yourself you year? (‘Did you go to confession last year?’)
 b Halo tu fatto per provarmi? (Fiori di filosafi, p. 211)
  you.have=it you done to try=me? (‘Did you do it to try me?’)

We will see that the same holds for Sanvalentinese.
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 b. [CP  [TopP I  libri  [FocP  A  LUCA  [IP  li  ho     [VP  dati ieri
    The books,  to  Luca them= I.have given yesterday
   ‘I gave Luca the books yesterday’

With this in mind, Benincà (1995, 2006) (for Old Italian see also Be-
nincà – Poletto 2010) argues that the peculiar word order of Medieval Ro-
mance (including Old Italian) is due to the inflected verb moving to the CP 
layer. According to this analysis, Old Romance languages are in fact a spe-
cific type of Verb second (henceforth V2) languages, whose most rigid and 
consistent example is perhaps modern standard German. While the gen-
eral characteristics of Medieval Romance had been informally recognized 
by philologists and linguists, the formal analysis of Romance V2 syntax 
has permitted Benincà (1995, 2006) to reformulate in more restrictive and 
precise terms the Tobler-Mussafia Law on clitic placement. The observed 
generalizations are the following. 

First, if the Focus position contains material, enclisis is impossible. En-
clitics are never attested in contexts like (12) in which the absence of a re-
sumptive clitic signals that that the fronted direct object (l’uscio) is focalized. 

(11) [FocP  L’    uscio] mi     lascerai           aperto istanotte      (Novellino, 38)
  the door    to.me you.will.leave open   tonight.

Topics, conversely, trigger enclisis (it is worth recalling that left dislocations 
differ from focus constructions in requiring a resumptive clitic, which is man-
datory if the dislocated element is a direct object as in the following example):

(12) A voi [TopP le mie poche parole   ch’ avete    intese] 
 to you     the  my  few words that  you.have  heard  
 ho        =lle       dette  con   grande   fede   (oFl.; Schiaffini 1926, 282)
 I.have  =them said   with  great     faith
 ‘The few words that you heard from me I pronounced with great faith’.

Notice that enclisis is allowed only if the Focus position – which always 
follows the topic one – is empty. Conversely, if a focus is present, enclisis 
is not permitted even if a left dislocated element is present too, as in (13):

(13) [TopP  La figura piacente]     [FocP  lo core]  mi   diranca. 
  the  figure  pleasant    the  heart  to.me= wrenches
  ‘The pleasing features tears my heart’ (oSic.: Scremin 1984-5, 34: Jacopo da  

 Lentini)
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In dependent clauses, as well as in negative clauses, the presence of a 
complementizer, or the negation, blocks the access of the verb to the left 
periphery; the mechanism generating enclisis is therefore not produced, and 
clitics must be proclitic. 

The situation in Old Italian is summarized in the following table, where 
the content of the left periphery is observed in connection with the position 
of clitics:

(14)
 

Old Italian main clauses

[FOC] + V proclisis/*enclisis

[LD] + V *proclisis/enclisis

[LD] [FOC] + V proclisis/*enclisis

Comp proclisis/*enclisis

Neg proclisis/*enclisis

In (15)-(17) we give the essential scheme of positions accounting for 
the above patterns: (15) illustrates the structure of most Modern Romance 
languages, in which the inflected verb is always located in the IP layer and 
clitics are inserted in the IP field. The same order is found in old Italian in 
the specific contexts which prevent the inflected verb from moving to the 
CP layer or beyond the focus projection. (16) and (17) show the behaviour 
of Old Romance main clauses: the verb moves to the CP area below the CP 
clitic field (6). In the absence of a Focus – and even if a topic is present – the 
verb has to move further to the left, crossing the CP clitic field and giving 
rise to enclisis as in (17).

(15) a. (Stanotte) mi        lascerai          aperto  l’uscio. 
  (tonight)   to.me= you.will.leave open   the door
 b. [CP …                   [IP … mi lascerai........

(6) Alternatively, one might argue that clitics are always in IP and, once merged 
with the verb, move to the CP layer, where the verb excorporates from the clitic and 
leaves it behind when it moves further. However, the fact that if – and only if - the Verb 
is in CP we can find enclisis, leads us to conclude that the process happens in CP, as a 
consequence of a further movement of the verb past the clitic field.  
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(16) a. L’     uscio  mi        lascerai           aperto  istanotte 
  The door   to.me= you.will.leave open    tonight.
 b. [CP      [Top  [Foc L’uscio] mi lascerai     [IP …aperta istanotte

(17) a. le     mie   poche  parole   […]   holle               dette
  the  my   few      words  […]   I.have=them  said
 b. [CP   [TopP le    mie poche parole   holle  [Foc     [IP …dette

We have anticipated above that in Sanvalentinese clitics may stand enc-
litic to the past participle of a tensed main clause; in old Italian this is never 
possible if an auxiliary is present in the clause. Only when the auxiliary is 
missing, as in absolute participial constructions or in the second member of 
a coordinate sentence, the clitics are enclitic to the past participle (more on 
this in section 4). 

2.2. Modern Romance

Medieval V2 syntax has been lost in most Romance languages, but some 
residual phenomena are found in various dialects and languages, localised in 
two distant Romance areas: Ladin, in the Dolomites, and Portuguese and 
related languages (see Benincà 2013 and bibliographical references therein). 

In Ladin varieties, which have developed a system of subject clitics, Verb 
movement to the left periphery is still active in main clauses, with sub-
ject  clitics (in some dialects, also subject DPs) inverting in all main clauses 
 (either assertive or interrogative) wherever a constituent different from the 
subject appears in front of the main verb, as shown in (18).

(18) a. T      vas gonoot a  ciasa   sua.      (S. Leonardo: from Benincà – Poletto 2004)
  you= go often     at home his/her
  ‘You often visit him/her’

 b. Gonoot  vas-t         a   ciasa   sua.
  often      you=you  at  home  his/her

 c. *Gonoot  t       vas  a  ciasa    sua.
  often       you= go  at  home  his/her

However, there are no traces in Ladin of the Tobler-Mussafia Law: ob-
ject clitics in main and dependent clauses are always proclitic to the in-
flected verb, be it a lexical verb or an auxiliary.
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Portuguese, Galician, Asturian display instead a disposition of clitics 
which clearly reflects the Tobler-Mussafia Law in the structural interpreta-
tion that we have illustrated above: in main clauses, clitics are always proclit-
ic if the verb is preceded immediately by a Focus or an operator of any kind, 
while they are enclitic if immediately preceded by a topic. In particular, a 
lexical subject is interpreted as a topic (then, followed by enclisis), unless it 
is lexically or functionally an operator (a quantifier, a wh-pronoun, etc.), in 
which case it must be in FocP, then followed by proclisis:

(19) a. O    João  disse-nos    que....
  the  John  told=to.us  that
 b. *O  João   nos      disse 
  the  John  to.us=  told
  ‘John told us’

(20) a. Quem  me    chamou?
  who      me=  called? 
  ‘who called me?’
 b. *Quem  chamou-me?
  who       called=me

(21) a.  Todos   se     lembran
  All        self= remember 
 b. *Todos lembran-se.
  All        remember=self

This behaviour suggests that verb movement to the left periphery with 
the characteristics of Medieval Romance is still working, in some form, in 
Portuguese and related varieties. Interesting support comes from Galician 
dependent clauses: in Galician, as shown in Anoè (2014), enclisis in main 
clauses is sensitive – exactly like Portuguese – to the content of the left 
periphery (presence or absence of a constituent in focus); in subordinate 
clauses we have enclisis or proclisis depending on the type of subordination: 
where a high complementizer (namely, a complementiser which is located 
in the higher portion of the C layer) is selected by the governing verb, in 
particular with ‘bridge verbs’ of saying, enclisis is possible, while it is impos-
sible with modal complementizers, whose dedicated position is low, at the 
borders with IP. 

(22) a. O   Pedro   disse  que  o    livro  foi-te           entregué  onte
  the  Peter    said   that  the book was=to.you  sent         yesterday
  ‘Peter said that the book was sent you yesterday’
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 b. O    João  disse  que  a     Maria   deu-lhe         um beijo
  the  John  said   that  the  Mary    gave=to.him  a kiss 
  ‘John said that Mary kissed him’

More research is necessary to systematically describe these interesting 
grammatical aspects of Portuguese and related languages. We will see in due 
course that the position of the complementizers is relevant for the dialect of 
San Valentino as well (7).

Enclisis to the inflected verb is also present in an area on the border be-
tween Lombardy and Piedmont, whose best described representative is the 
dialect of Borgomanero (Tortora 2010; forthcoming). In Borgomanerese, 
clitics stand in general enclitic on the lexical verb, be it a main verb or a past 
participle. As clearly shown by Tortora (forthcoming: Ch. 3, sect. 1.1), enclisis 
in this dialect obeys restrictions that are completely different from those that 
govern enclisis in Portuguese and related varieties; more specifically, it is not 
sensitive to the movement of the inflected verb to the left periphery.

On the other hand, proclisis to the past participle is impossible in old 
Romance, and extremely rare in the Romance varieties considered in this 
section. Isolated exceptions are recorded in Modern Ladin (in very restricted 
contexts) (8) and in Sanvalentinese, which will be addressed in section 5.

(7) The identification of these positions has independently been empirically defined 
in various works, both for languages that use a unique form of complementizer (such as 
Old and Modern Italian: see, among others, Rizzi 1997, Benincà 2012) and for lan-
guages that have different forms (see Ledgeway 2003, 2005, Damonte 2010, and, for 
Abruzzese, D’Alessandro – Ledgeway 2010); as we will see later, these complementiz-
ers are localised in two distinct positions, at the two extreme ends of the left periphery.

(8) Proclisis to the past participle of compound inflected tenses is recorded in some 
Modern Ladin such as Fassan, where we have (clitics are in bold):

(i) a. l è  se n  jit 
  he=is  himself.(out-)of-there  come   (‘he went away’)
 b. la é  se n  partida               
  she=is  herself=(out)of-it= left    (‘she left (from there)’)

This syntax is limited to a very restricted class of verbs, practically all motion verbs occur-
ring with the same kind of clitic cluster. Interesting behavior is observed with a pronomi-
nal verb such as se n ascorjer  “to be aware of something, to realize” (lit. ‘oneself of-it be-
aware’), apparently requiring the same clitic cluster; this verb can use either “be” or “have” 
in compound tenses; if the auxiliary is “be”, and only in this case, the cluster splits: the re-
flexive clitic is proclitic to the inflected verb, the partitive is proclitic to the past participle:

(iii) a. Me  son  n  ascort. 
  myself= am  of-it= been.aware    (‘I realized it’)
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3. San Valentino

We are going to see whether the Abruzzese dialect that we are observing 
is a variety where relics of the medieval syntax are still preserved in some 
form, or more precisely, whether the function of the constituent preceding 
the verb has some consequence for the choice of enclisis or proclisis. 

In the previous section we have seen examples of V2 in medieval and mod-
ern Romance: enclisis and proclisis is governed on the basis of the content of 
the left periphery, and triggered by the movement of the inflected verb to this 
area. We will see that in some sense the placement of clitics in Sanvalentinese is 
sensitive to the presence of specific constituents in the CP area, with no distinc-
tion, though, between topic or focus; this means that the verb is not moving 
along the left periphery, and enclisis and proclisis are ruled by phenomena 
possibly related to the left periphery but happening in IP or at its upper border.

We observed above that in main assertive clauses clitics appear either 
proclitic or enclitic to the inflected verb (we leave past participles aside for 
the moment). If we examine our observation in detail, we see that, while pro-
clisis is always allowed, enclisis is not permitted under certain circumstances.

First of all, enclisis is ungrammatical with left dislocated elements 
(which must be resumed by a clitic when they are the direct object):

(23) a. lu   'pɐnə,   l  'ajə       'dɐtə  a  m'marəjə
  the  bread,  it=I.have  given to Mario
 b. *lu  'pɐnə   'ajə     lu   dɐtə      a   m'marəjə
  the  bread, I.have =it   givent   to Mario
  ‘I have given M. the bread’

       b. *Me  n  son ascort 
    myself= of.it= am  been.aware  
 c. Me  n’ é  ascort   
  myself= of.it= have been.aware
 d. *Me  é  n  ascort 
  myself= have  of.it= been.aware

We thank Sabrina Rasom, p.c., who provided data and descriptive generalisations.
Proclisis is much more common with the infinitive; in Fassan it is used with all kinds 
of verbs (Rasom 2006):

(ii) Recordete  de ge=          telefonar per temp.
 remember  of   to.him= telephone  in time   (‘Remember to call him in time’)

See Tortora (2014) for a comparison of Fassan and Piedmontese. With the infinitive, 
proclisis is widely attested also in Central and Southern Italian dialects. 
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(24) a. la   mə'nɛʃtrə,  mə      la    'maɲɲə  kkju   t'tardə
  the soup,         to.me= it=  I.eat      more  late
  ‘I’ll eat the soup later’
 b. *?la  mə'nɛʃtrə,  'maɲɲə  mə       la    kkju  t'tardə
  The soup,         I.eat      =to.me  =it  more late
  ‘I’ll eat the soup later’

With focus and focus-like constituents, the data are more problematic: 
enclisis is never permitted in combination with an interrogative wh- ele-
ment, as shown in (25); with a focalized adverb, as in (26), enclisis is pro-
hibited; with a DP focus and an indefinite pronoun, as in (27) and (28), 
enclisis is allowed; lastly, enclisis is allowed in yes/no questions, as shown in 
(29) (it is worth recalling that the same holds for some medieval varieties: 
see fn. 6).

(25) a. a    ki        l     'ajə       'dɐtə?
   To whom  it=  I.have  given
 b.*a    ki        'ajə      lu    'dɐtə?
  To whom  I.have  =it   given
  Who have I given it to?

(26) a. dʤa     mə        l    ɪ              'dɑttə
  already to.me= it= you.have  said
 b. *dʤa           ɪ             mə      lu  'dɑttə
   already  you.have  =to.me  =it  said

(27) a. 'sulə   nu   'lejbbrə  m          ɪ               kum'prɐtə! 
  Only  one  book     to.me=  you.have  bought
  ‘You bought only one book for me’
 b. ??’sulə  nu   'lejbbrə  ɪ              mə         kum'prɐtə! 
  Only  one  book     you.have  =to.me  bought
  ‘You bought only one book for me’

(28) nə'ʃɐwnə   'maɲɲə  sə                       li
 nobody    eats       =to.him/herself  =them
 ‘Nobody eats them’

(29) vɐw           lu?
 you.want  =it 
 ‘Do you want it?’

 
Furthermore, it is worth noting that in a main clause the presence of a 

DP subject is compatible with both proclisis and enclisis:
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(30) a. l       amə'ʧejtsəjə  də  li   'fɪjəmi      sə          'kjɐmə  ma'rijə
  The  friend           of  the sons=my  herself=  calls     M.
  ‘My sons’ friend is called Maria’
 b. l      amə'ʧejtsəjə  də  li    'fɪjəmi      'kjɐmə  sə           ma'rijə
  The friend           of  the  sons=my  calls      =herself  M.
  ‘My sons’ friend is called Maria’

The apparent optionality may depend on the exact position of the DP 
subject, which can be in its ‘canonical’ position in the IP layer or in the 
Left Periphery, as unmarked Topic; only further, more precise inquiries can 
clarify the optionality of enclisis in this case and connect proclisis and encli-
sis to the precise position of the subject in the structure. 

As for negation, in Sanvalentinese it does not impede enclisis (the nega-
tive marker, however, has an ambiguous status, as we will show below):

(31) a. nən  sə                    lu  'maɲɲə  mi 
  Not  him/herself=  it= eat         never
 b. nən  'maɲɲə  sə                   lu  mi
  Not  eat        =him/herself  =it  never
  ‘He/she never eats it’

Things become more interesting with subordinate clauses, as Sanvalen-
tinese, like other southern dialects, exhibits two complementizers: ca vs che 
(see above, fn. 8). Ledgeway (2003, 2005), Damonte (2010), and, specifi-
cally for Abruzzese, D’Alessandro – Ledgeway (2010) have shown that these 
complementizers differ with respect to their position in the CP field and to 
the kind of subordinate clause they introduce. As shown in the following 
examples, ka – the higher complementizer – allows enclisis, while kə – the 
lower one – prevents any clitic from occurring after the inflected verb: 

(32) a. 'do:ʧə     ka      sə                      lu  'maɲɲə   'sɛmprə
  says    that    to.him/her-self=  it=  eats      always
 b. 'do:ʧə     ka     'maɲɲə  sə                    lu      'sɛmprə
  says    that    eats  =to.him/her-self  =it  always
  ‘He/she says that he/she always eats it’

(33) a. 'wojə     kə    tə           lu  'mɪɲɲə
  I.want   that  to.you=  it= eat
 b. *'wojə   kə    'mɪɲɲə    te                  lu
  I.want   that  you.eat   =to.yourself  =it
  ‘I want you to eat it’
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The following table summarizes the data just introduced and provides a 
comparison between the pattern of clitic placement of Sanvalentinese and 
Old Italian: in Sanvalentinese proclisis is always an option, while enclisis 
is prohibited with certain focus-like elements (wh pronouns, focalized ad-
verbs), a left dislocation, and the lower complementizer like che; in Old 
Italian, by contrast, proclisis is mandatory if focus is present and in the 
other cases in which the movement of the verb past the position of clitics is 
inhibited, namely when a complementizer or the negation marker occupies 
a head in the left periphery. Another observation that can be made is that 
old Italian differs from Sanvalentinese (and Galician) because the presence 
of any complementizer (be it high or low) makes enclisis impossible. 

(34)
Old Italian Sanvalentinese

[FOC]  proclisis/*enclisis Wh: proclisis/*enclisis
DP: proclisis/?enclisis

[LD]  *proclisis/enclisis proclisis/*enclisis

Comp  che: proclisis/*enclisis che: proclisis/*enclisis
ca: proclisis/enclisis

Neg  proclisis/*enclisis proclisis/enclisis

Summing up, differently from Old Italian and Old Romance, in San-
valentinese enclisis is never obligatory. Moreover, the position of clitics is 
insensitive to the kind of constituent present in the left periphery: be it a 
Topic or a Focus/wh-, enclisis is impossible or marginal. Finally, as previ-
ously said, enclisis is impossible with wh-questions but allowed with yes/no 
questions. This leads us to conclude that the verb movement that produces 
enclisis does not happen in the same area of the structure where it is local-
ised in Old Romance. The landing site of the verb that produces enclisis 
must be lower than the focus position. This conclusion is consistent with 
the fact that we have no independent evidence of V2 syntax. 

The landing site of the verb, which produces enclisis, must be close to 
the position of the low complementizer, since when the latter is present, it 
prevents the finite verb from crossing the IP clitic field, giving rise to the 
order kə clitic V. By contrast, ka is too high to interfere with the syntax of 
the verb and its movement at the IP/CP border:
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(35) a. [CP … kə  [IP    *V[+finite] {clitics}

 b. [CP ka … [IP     V[+finite] {clitics} 

We locate the verb with enclitic pronouns in Sanvalentinese at the bor-
der between IP and CP where the verb licenses a ‘subject of predication’, 
i.e. a non-grammatical subject (see Rizzi 2006; Rizzi – Shlonsky 2007; Car-
dinaletti 2004, Ledgeway 2010) (9). Following Rizzi’s works, we therefore 
assume that in Sanvalentinese the verb may move to the head of that projec-
tion (called SubjP), crossing the clitic field in IP:  

 
(36) [CP …      [SubjP V[+finite] [IP {clitics}

The optionality of enclisis to the inflected verb reflects the pragmatic 
nature of this kind of subject, which deserves to be investigated further. Our 
hypothesis, which remains open, is that the activation of the corresponding 
area depends on the decisions of the speaker concerning the organisation of 
the discourse, the presuppositions s/he wants to insert, etc.

With this in mind, let us turn to negation, which in San Valentino 
seems to behave like a proclitic element: in fact, while in old Italian nega-
tion rules out enclisis (blocking the verb in a low position in CP), in Sanva-
lentinese negation is compatible with enclisis. First of all, we have evidence 
for the clitic status of negation, which comes from the syntax of the already 
mentioned particle a (on which see more details below in section 5): the 
particle is optional and precedes all proclitic pronouns, as in (38a), while it 
cannot occur if the clitic is enclitic or absent, as in (37b):

(37) a. (a)  s              a     'mess  a   'pjowə
  prt to.itself=  has  put    to  rain
  ‘It has begun to rain’
 b. (*a) 'pjowə 
  prt  rains
  ‘It rains’

(9) Ledgeway 2010 is particularly relevant for our argument, because it deals with 
the optional insertion of a pronoun doubling the subject of predication in Neapolitan. 
The exact position of this pronoun is not determined by the author, but it is clearly in 
CP, higher than topic, while the subject of predication is located in the IP layer, above 
the grammatical subject. We will briefly return to this matter later.
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What is relevant here is that a is allowed even before negation (and re-
gardless of the presence of a clitic pronoun, see section 38b):

(38) a. (a)     n     tə                 nə      wrəguɲ'ɲɐ    pə  'nɪndə
  prt   not  to.yourself=  of.it= be.ashamed  for  nothing
  ‘Don’t be ashamed at all!’
 b.  (a)    nən  'pjowə
  prt= not  rains

The negation has to be therefore analysed as a clitic element, as pro-
posed for several northern dialects by Zanuttini (1997) on the basis of inde-
pendent arguments (more on the particle a in section 5). 

4. Enclisis to the past participle

As we have seen above, Sanvalentinese allows enclisis to the past par-
ticiple of a compound tense. We suppose that this option has to do with 
the characteristics of a low functional area that involves the syntax of past 
participles (10). 

Following Belletti (2004), we assume that the sentence structure con-
tains a Low Periphery above the VP area. This further layer of projections 
features a Focus projection which, according to Belletti, is the site of postver-
bal subjects. The Low Periphery is in some way isomorphic to the High Pe-
riphery (namely, the CP layer), even if its properties are more limited than 
those of the CP layer. The proposed structure is given in (39). 

(39) [CP …   [IP …       [ …   [VP …
       ↑                      ↑
 High Periphery    Low Periphery

This hypothesis permits us to account for a well-known peculiarity of 
old Italian, namely the occurrence of OV orders with compound tenses: 
direct or indirect objects – complements in general – precede the past par-
ticiple, often producing an apparent verb final order, which has even been 
considered an imitation of Latin order, see (41). Poletto (2006, 2014) pro-
vides convincing evidence against the latter idea and shows that OV order is 

(10) This is consistent with the hypothesis of ‘light bi-clausality’ proposed by Tor-
tora 2010.
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produced by the movement of the complement to a Low Periphery position 
of topic or focus:

(40) ch’ egli avea  il  maleficio  commesso 
 that  he  had the  crime  committed
  (Fiore di rettorica, p. 31)

Moreover, the past participle itself moves out of the VP, to a functional 
head where it triggers obligatory agreement with the direct object (on the 
syntax of the past participle in old Italian, see also Egerland 1996) (11):

(41) E  quando  Carlo  ebbe  tutta  Lombardia conquistat-a,  e  tutta Italia 
 and  when  C.  had  all Lombardy conquered-fsg  and  all-fsg Italy 
 sottomess-a a  sé, ed a  santa Chiesa, egli se n’andò a  Roma
 submitted-fsg to himself and  to holy  Church, he  went  to Rome
  (Tesoro; L. 2, cap. 27)

Poletto’s analysis is as follows: whenever a direct object moves to a topic 
or focus position in the Low Periphery (depending on its pragmatic nature), 
the past participle obligatorily moves to a position outside the VP from 
which it agrees with the direct object (AgrP in (42) stands for Agreement 
Phrase). The following scheme illustrates the proposed structure for a por-
tion of the example (42):

(42) [Top/Foc tutta Lombardia [AgrP conquistata [VP …

As pointed out by Poletto, corresponding to enclisis to an inflected verb 
in first position (in the High Periphery), we should therefore have enclisis 
to the past participle in the Low Periphery. If the Low Periphery were really 
parallel to the High periphery, and – as Poletto interestingly assumes – the 
same properties that govern movement of the inflected verb to the High 
Periphery forced the past participle to move to a head in the Low Periphery, 
we would expect that the position of clitics would be derived in parallel 
fashion: we should therefore have focus + proclitic + past participle, or topic 
+ past participle + enclitics. However, she recognizes that we always have en-
clisis, even if we find many instances of operators (tutto ‘everything’, molto 
‘much’, etc.) on the left of the past participle, presumably located in focus 

(11) This is also suggested by the fact that the past participle appears on the left of 
‘lower adverbs’, as shown by Poletto 2014: Ch. 2.
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in the low periphery: in this context, on analogy with what happens in the 
Left Periphery in Old Italian, we expect proclisis. 

The parallelism between the High and the Low Periphery is therefore 
limited by orthogonal factors. For instance, one might argue that, for in-
dependent reasons, the participle always moves above the VP clitic field, 
namely the lower site for clitic placement in the structure of the clause. 
In fact, it is worth recalling that almost all old and modern Romance lan-
guages do not allow proclisis to the past participle (see fn 9 for a unique 
exception). 

Furthermore, only a few dialects allow enclisis to the past participle in 
tensed clauses. To the best of our knowledge, VP clitics (i.e. clitics occur-
ring in the VP clitic field) in tensed clauses are allowed only in Piedmon-
tese dialects (including those on the Piedmont/Lombardy border which 
allow enclisis to the inflected verb as well). Elsewhere, it seems impossible 
to have clitics inside the VP field in tensed sentences, whether enclitic or 
proclitic (but see Ledgeway – Lombardi 2005). It is reasonable to think 
that this follows from a general principle requiring clitics to climb to the 
highest active field: in fact, in the absence of a tensed verb, clitics may be 
inserted in the VP field, as shown in the elliptical constructions from old 
Italian exemplified here below: this interpretation is obvious if we assume 
that the clitic field has to be activated by a verb in the area headed by the 
verbal form itself. As shown in (43), in old Italian, coordinated sentences 
with compound tenses allow the second member of the coordination to 
drop the auxiliary; in this case the clitic(s) appear in the VP area, enclitic 
to the participle. We submit the hypothesis that, under ellipsis, the CP 
and IP clitic fields are not activated and, consequently, the clitic(s) must 
be placed in the VP field, where they are crossed by the participle, giving 
rise to enclisis.

 
(43) a. m’ ha  con  un bastone  tutto  rotto  e  dettami  la maggior 
  me= has  with  a  cudgel  all  broken  and   said=to.me  the  greatest

  villania  che  mai  si  dicesse a  niuna  cattiva  femina 
  rudeness  that  ever  one  said  to any  bad  woman
   (Boccaccio, Decam.)
    
 b. trovò l’  arme  del  re Meliadus,  che  lli avea  fatta  sì  bella
  found  the  weapons  of.the  king M.  that  to.him=he.had done  so  nice
  deliberanza, e  donatogli
  disposal,  and  given=to.him 
   (Novellino, 63) 
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 c. avea  una sola pecora, la quale  avea comperata, 
  he.had  one  only  sheep,  the  which  he.had  bought,
  nutricata e  cresciuta, e datole  a mangiare
  fed  and  raised  and given=to.her  to  eat 
  del  suo  pane  (Ottimo, p. 304)
  of.the  his bread

In a few Modern Italo-Romance dialects, clitics can or must occupy the 
VP layer even in the presence of a tensed auxiliary. In most Piedmontese 
dialects this is the only possible placement of clitics in compound tenses 
(in some Piedmontese varieties clitics in VP are accompanied by a doubling 
copy in IP: see Parry 2005 and further bibliography therein). 

Sanvalentinese, to the best of our knowledge, is the most liberal dialect 
with respect to clitic placement, as enclisis and proclisis to the past partici-
ple are both allowed also in tensed clauses:

 
(44) a. 'ajə  dʤa  məɲ'ɲɐtə mə u
  I.have  already  eaten =to.me =it    
 b. 'ajə dʤa mə lu  məɲ'ɲɐtə 
  I.have  already  to.me= it= eaten     
  ‘I have already eaten it’

In parallel to what happens with inflected verbs, enclisis to the past 
participle is not always permitted, and it is forbidden in the same contexts 
in which enclisis to the auxiliary is ungrammatical. Clitics cannot follow the 
past participle when the sentence contains a wh-, a left dislocation or a low 
complementizer:

(45) a. a    ki      l  'ajə 'dɐtə?
      To whom  it=  I.have  given
  ‘Who have I given it to?’ 
 b. *a ki       'ajə      'dɐtə  lu?
      To whom I.have given =it
  ‘Who have I given it to?’

(46) a. lu 'pɐnə,   l   ajə   'dɐtə  a m'marəjə
  The  bread,  it= I.have given to Mario
 b. *lu 'pɐnə, 'ajə   'dɐtə lu  a  m'marəjə 
  The bread,  I.have given =it  to M.
  ‘I gave the bread to Mario’

(47) a. 'do:ʧə     k a'nomə maɲ'ɲatə sə =lu 'sɛmprə
  They.say that have=they  eaten      =to.themselves  =it  always
  ‘They say that they have always eaten it’
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 b. ?*wə'lejrə kə   nn  a'vɛssə 'wejʃtə lu k'kju
  I.would  that not have     seen =it  anymore
  ‘I wish they had not seen it/him anymore’   

On the one hand, the data of Sanvalentinese reinforce the idea that 
there are two peripheries in sentence structure, and they have parallel, 
similar properties: enclisis to the inflected verb and enclisis to the past 
participle are subject to the same pragmatic conditions. Moreover, we can 
also see this phenomenon as a residue of medieval V2 syntax; the verb 
moves, in this case not so high, with a limited – and optional – task: that 
of licensing a ‘Subject of Predication’ or another non-grammatical subject. 
The cases in which enclisis is impossible are cases in which a subject of 
predication is overtly present in the sentence, so that the V has no reason 
to move higher. 

5. A further look at the particle a

In this section we sketch a more systematic description of the behaviour 
of the particle a, which we have mentioned above. This particle occurs only 
when a proclitic element is present (including negation, see (48c), which 
can be therefore considered as a clitic particle):

(48) a. (A)  s            a 'mess a 'pjowə
  prt to.itself= has  put to rain
  ‘It has begun to rain’
 b. (*a)  'pjowə 
  prt  rains
  ‘It rains’
 c.  (a)  nən  'pjowə
  prt=  not rains

Moreover, a it is sensitive to the presence of elements in the left periph-
ery: a cannot co-occur with a wh- item and with the low complementizer 
kə, cf. (49) and (50), while it is compatible with a topic and with the higher 
complementizer ka:

(49) kə (*a) ttə 'mɪɲɲə?
 What prt= to.yourself= you.eat
 ‘What do you eat?’
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(50) 'wojə     kə   (*a)  tə lu= 'mɪɲɲə
 I.want that  prt   to.yourself=  it= eat
 ‘I want you to eat it’

(51) lu 'kɐʃə, (a) mə  lu  'maɲɲə 'dowpə 
 The  cheese, prt  to.myself= it= I.eat    later
 ‘I’ll eat the cheese later’ 

(52) (a)   t         a'vej    'dɑttə ka   'kwɪllə (a) tə fa'ʧejvə 'ʃkrejvərə
 prt  to.you= I.have  told that he     prt  to.you= make   write
 da l avvu'kɐtə
 from the  attorney
 ‘I told you that he would make his attorney write a letter to you’

With a DP subject, the particle a occurs between the subject and the 
clitic(s), although in contexts like (53) we cannot exclude that the subject 
DP occupies the topic position:

(53) ma'rijə  (a)=  sə  l ɑ   'vɪʃtə arrə'vɐ lla  'kɐsə all əmbruv'visə
 M. prt= herself= them= has seen to.arrive at.the house to.the sudden
 ‘Marijə saw them arrive home suddenly’

Given the above distribution we can therefore suppose that this ele-
ment is located at the IP/CP border, arguably in the position of the Subject 
of Predication introduced at the end of section 3, following Cardinaletti 
(2004), Rizzi (2006), Rizzi – Shlonsky (2007), Ledgeway (2010). In sec-
tion 3 we concluded that that position is the target of verb movement in 
sentences with enclisis. One might therefore advance the hypothesis that in 
Sanvalentinese a-insertion and verb movement (causing enclisis) both have 
to do with the same functional projection located at the CP/IP border.

In particular, we submit the hypothesis that the particle a occupies the 
position of the Subject of Predication (namely, the specifier of SubjP) as it 
cannot occur in the very same contexts in which preverbal subjects are pro-
hibited. This happens in Focus-like structures, including wh-interrogative 
pronouns, where the subject must appear in a postverbal position – argu-
ably in Belletti’s Low periphery – giving rise to the order termed ‘Stylistic 
inversion’:

(54) a. kə  (*'karlə) sə  'maɲɲə 'karlə? 
  What (*Carlo) to.himself= eat (Carlo) 
  ‘What does Carlo eat?’
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 b. lu 'pɑʃʃə  a  s ɑ  məɲ'ɲɐtə  'karlə
  The fish, prt to.himself= has eaten (Carlo)
  ‘Carlo ate fish’

To sum up, the pivot of the analysis is a functional projection Subject 
of Predication, independently proposed – as mentioned above - on the basis 
of independent evidence. In section 3, we argued that enclisis in Sanvalen-
tinese follows from the finite verb moving to SubjP under certain pragmatic 
conditions. When the verb is in SubjP, a is forbidden. Furthermore, a can-
not occur in contexts of Stylistic Inversion, i.e. in contexts such as interroga-
tives and focus constructions in which SubjP cannot host a subject.   

6. Final remarks

In this article we have tried to provide a detailed description of partic-
ular phenomena of enclisis of clitic pronouns in the dialect of San Valen-
tino in Abruzzo citeriore. We have compared the Sanvalentinese pattern 
with the conditions triggering enclisis/proclisis in Medieval Romance 
and other Romance languages and concluded that Sanvalentinese departs 
from old vernaculars in not showing traces of V2 syntax, i.e. we do not 
have any evidence showing that the verb in Sanvalentinese moves to the 
CP layer of the clause.

However, Sanvalentinese differs quite radically from the majority of 
Modern Italo-Romance dialects in allowing enclisis in finite clauses under 
certain circumstances, namely when the sentence does not contain a left-
dislocated topic, or operators in focus, or the low complementizer che. By 
contrast, enclisis is permitted in co-occurrence with a DP subject or nega-
tion. We have seen above that both these elements are structurally or func-
tionally ambiguous: the DP subject can in fact be a topic, in which case only 
proclisis is admitted, and the negation marker can be itself a clitic (a choice 
that however leaves some questions open).

Given the above pattern of clitic placement, in the absence of compel-
ling evidence in favour of V2 syntax, we propose that enclisis of pronouns in 
Sanvalentinese results from movement of the verb to a position licensing an 
optional Subject of Predication. Since enclisis in this dialect is optional, it 
seems correct to connect it with a pragmatic property that is, by definition, 
largely optional and dependent on discourse-related factors to be clarified 
in following works. 
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From this perspective, it seems particularly interesting to explore the 
possible relation of this phenomenon to a different characteristic of south-
ern dialects (in particular of Naples and nearby area), which has been de-
scribed and formally analysed by Ledgeway (2010). Despite the superficial 
differences between the two phenomena, both share some specific charac-
teristics and seem to reveal new general structural properties. In Neapolitan 
and varieties of the same area, a sentence often displays two co-referent 
subjects, namely the lexical subject, which can be pre-verbal or post-verbal, 
and an agreeing pronoun, originally distal, doubling the subject:

(55) a. Chella  a  fibbia,  s’ è rotta  (Neapolitan: Ledgeway 2010)
  that.one.f the  buckle.f, self= is brocken.f
 b. Chella  s’ è  rotta  a  fibbia
  that.one.f self= is  brocken.f  the  buckle.f
  ‘The buckle has broken’

Ledgeway describes in great detail many interesting aspects of the con-
struction: the pronoun copies not only a grammatical subject, but also a 
topic, or a focus, which appear on its right, or a Hanging Topic, which 
however precedes the pronoun. Through direct investigation we can state 
that the pronoun has to agree with a left dislocated constituent, if present, 
even if there is a grammatical subject:

(56) a. Chelle /  *chille  la  porta,  Mario  nun  l’ ha  araputa
  That.one.f / that.one.m,  the door.f Mario.m not  it= has  opened.f
  ‘Mario did not open the door’

Moreover, the pronoun can also refer to a topic of the discourse, not 
present in the sentence. 

Ledgeway proposes a structure with two Subject of Predication posi-
tions (besides the one hosting the grammatical subject). We think that his 
proposal can be combined with our new data and concur to develop a more 
detailed structure. In synthesis, what we propose for Sanvalentinese is that 
the verb moves further when no other accessible argument occupies a prag-
matically marked position of topic or Focus in the Left Periphery in order 
to license a Subject of Predication, which can also be a null pronominal 
argument (pro). This movement gives rise to enclisis, as shown in the fol-
lowing scheme:

(57) [SubjP pro V[+finite]    [IP clitics                                                          (Sanvalentinese)
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The evidence coming from the syntax of the particle/clitic a is encourag-
ing in this direction. This optional element, which occurs in pragmatically 
marked sentences with a surprise flavour, immediately precedes complement 
clitics and cannot occur in combination with focus elements (including first 
of all wh-operators), the low complementizer che and enclitic pronouns. 
Given the above scenario, one may argue that a is placed in the head of 
SubjP – thus, it ends up being adjacent to the IP clitic field; in this position, 
it competes with the verb and prevents it from crossing the clitic field.

We have also described patterns of enclisis to the past participle, which 
require even more new data to be explained. Nevertheless, it appears that 
enclisis to the past participle in Sanvalentinese is permitted under condi-
tions similar to those allowing enclisis to the inflected verb. We argued for a 
light-biclausal analysis in the spirit of  Tortora (2010) to account for the fact 
that clitics appear in the VP field also in tensed clauses. Moreover, following 
Poletto (2006), in the light of Belletti’s (2010) theory on the Low Left Pe-
riphery, we argued for a parallelism between the movement of the inflected 
verb at the IP/High Periphery border and the movement of the participle 
at the VP/Low Periphery border. This visible parallelism means that a topic 
or a focus in the High Periphery is visible from the Low Periphery, through 
a process that we hope to understand in more detail in the future. To an-
swer the initial question of this paper, we would say that clitic placement 
in Sanvalentinese and the syntax of enclisis and proclisis in this dialect is a 
residue of Medieval syntax; it is possible that a deeper understanding of this 
aspect, and its relation to Neapolitan ‘double subject’ described in Ledge-
way (2010), will shed new light on V2 syntax and on the interface between 
syntax and pragmatics. 
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